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Abstract. An analysis is presented of the viscous-inviscid interaction region around the tip of 
a flame spreading over the surface of a solid fuel in a forced laminar high Reynolds number 
air stream that opposes the flame propagation. Through the interaction. the vaporization of the 
solid and the thermal expansion of the gas originate an adverse pressure gradient upstream of 
the flame tip. which leads to a decrease of the shear acting on the small region controlling the 
flame spread rate. Under certain realistic conditions this adverse pressure gradient may separate 
the boundary layer upstream of the vaporizing region of the solid. leading to a new mode of 
flame spread with a higher spread rate determined by the flow in the whole interaction region. 
1. Introduction and orders of magnitude 
The problem of flame spread over a solid fuel in a forced stream of oxidizing gas opposing 
the flame propagation has been much studied in the past. In their pioneering work, Tarifa and 
Torralbo [1] computed the flame spread rate assuming that the combustion in the gas creates a 
known distribution of heat flux on the solid surface and solving the heat conduction problem 
in the solid. Taking into account heat conduction in both phases and solving the gas-phase 
problem with the Oseen approximation, deRis [2] obtained flame spread rate formulae for 
thermally thin and thermally thick solids based on the assumption of diffusion controlled 
combustion. This author also realized the existence of a quenched distance between the 
flame and the solid surface and discussed the triple-flame problem for flame spread for 
the first time. The work of deRis has been very much extended and refined subsequently; 
see references [3, 4, 5, 6] for reviews of the existing theoretical and experimental results. 
The problem will be further analysed here in the framework of the interacting boundary 
layer theory, assuming that the forced gas flow is laminar at high Reynolds number and 
that the gasification of the fuel is an endothermic surface process occurring at a constant 
vaporization temperature. In addition, body forces and radiation will be neglected and the 
solid will be assumed to be thermally thick. 
What follows is a summary of well known order of magnitude estimations, with 
extensions to the problems tackled in the paper; further details can be found in [7]. The 
subscripts sand g denote magnitudes in the solid and gas phases, respectively (far upstream 
of the flame when these magnitudes depend on the local temperature), U 00 is the free stream 
velocity, and Too is the ambient temperature. A reference frame moving with the velocity 
u.\· of the spreading flame, which is anticipated to be small compared with Uoo , is used 
with the origin set at the point of inception of vaporization. Upstream of this point the 
surface temperature must rise from T^, to the vaporization value Tv before vaporization can 
begin, and this requires that part of the heat released at the flame reach this region. In the 
absence of boundary layer separation, heat must arrive by conduction either through the 
gas or through the solid, the dominating contribution being the one that carries heat farthest 
upstream. Counterflow heat conduction in the gas is confined to a Navier-Stokes region 
at the base of the boundary layer containing the tip of the flame. The characteristic size 
of this region is 8NS = (l¿g/pg^) = O (8B/Rel/2) and the velocity of the fluid in it is 
of order UNS = ^8NS = O (U^/Re*12), where A. = du/dy\y=0 = 0(£/oo/<5fl) is the shear 
at the base of the boundary layer immediately upstream of the Navier-Stokes region, 8B 
is the displacement thickness of the boundary layer, and Re = PgU^s/f^g ^> 1 is the 
Reynolds number. In the solid, which moves with the unknown velocity us in the present 
reference frame, heat conduction against this velocity can reach a region of characteristic 
size 8S = kjpsuscs, where ks, ps and c, are the conductivity, density and specific heat of 
the solid. 
Counterflow heat conduction in the gas dominates when 8NS ~2> 8S. Then the boundary 
layer approximation is applicable to the solid, where the energy equation takes the form 
dT 3T , d2T 
P.suscs— + mcs— = ks—j. (!) 
ox oy dy¿ 
Here x and y are the distances along and normal to the receding solid surface, m(x) is 
the unknown vaporization flux, and the second term on the left-hand side is the apparent 
convection due to the recession of the surface. The heat fluxes normal to the surface are of 
orders qg = kgATg/S^s in the gas and qs = ksATs/8x in the solid, where ATg = Te — T^ 
and ATS = Tv — Too are the scales of the temperature variations in the two phases, Te being 
the adiabatic flame temperature, and 8S is now the characteristic thickness of the thermal 
layer in the solid. The two fluxes are necessarily of the same order (they are equal for 
JC < 0), and this condition determines 8S. The order of us results then from the balance 
of the terms psuxcsdT/dx = O (pxuxcxATx/8NS) and kxd2T/dy2 = 0(kxAT,/82) in the 
energy equation (1). These estimates yield the scales 
8x=8NS-±—± and us = uNS~p^- — f (2) 
kg ATg kspscs \ATX/ 
whereas the ratio of the two terms on the left-hand side of equation (1) is 
mCydT/dy _ /csAT,\ 
psuscsdT/dx ~ \ L ) 
where L is the heat of vaporization and use has been made of the relation mL ~ qg. 
The condition that heat conduction in the gas dominate (i.e. 8Ns ^> 8S) amounts to 
kxATs/kgATg <£ 1. 
Assuming, on the other hand, that heat conduction in the solid controls the flame spread, 
the full Laplacian must be retained on the right-hand side of (1) and the boundary layer 
approximation can be applied to the high-temperature region of the gas. It can be shown 
that in the solid all three terms of (1) are equally important, which provides the order of 
magnitude relations psuscs = mcs = ks/8s. In the gas the balance of streamwise convection 
and transverse molecular transport reads pgug0/8s = l¿g/82tl, where 8g0 is the thickness of 
the high-temperature region and ug0 = U008SJ8B is the characteristic velocity in this region. 
Finally the relation mL ~ qg, with qg = kgATg/8g„, completes the problem and gives the 
scales 
Sok,pscs \ATj \ L ) 
3/2 / j
 N 3/2 
0) 
with ug0 = UNs(ksATs/kgATg)^2(L/csATs)^2. The ratio of solid-to-gas characteristic 
fluxes is qs/qg = csATs/L, so most of the heat flux reaching the surface from the gas 
is used for vaporization when csATs/L is small. The condition for the heat conduction 
in the solid to dominate is Ss 3> <SJVS, which amounts to (ks ATS / kgATg)(L/cs ATS) » 1. 
This condition is the opposite of the one found before for gas conduction dominance if 
csATx/L = 0(1), while if this latter quantity is small both gas phase dominance and solid 
phase dominance are possible in a region of the parameter space, pointing toward possible 
multiplicity of steady solutions. 
The results (2) and (3) give spread rates proportional to the characteristic gas velocity 
(UHS a nd ug0, respectively) and hold when the Damkohler number, defined as the ratio of 
the diffusion time in the Navier-Stokes region A.-1 to a characteristic chemical time, is 
large. Effects of finite rate kinetics become important when the Damkohler number is of 
order unity, leading to a «., that decreases when the characteristic gas velocity increases 
[8, 9], and ultimately to flame extinction when the Damkohler number becomes too small 
for the flame head to exist in the Navier-Stokes region. An analysis of these finite rate 
effects, showing how to determine the extinction value of the Damkohler number below 
which flame spread is not possible, will be presented elsewhere (Fernández-Tarrazo and 
Liñán, in preparation). 
Experiments carried out by Hirano and Kanno [10] with a diffusion flame produced by 
injecting a gaseous fuel through a porous plate in an air stream parallel to the plate show 
that the injection and the thermal expansion of the gas lead to an outward displacement 
of the streamlines around the flame tip, with an associated overpressure which these 
authors evaluated from their measured velocity and temperature fields. Mao, Kodama and 
Fernández-Pello [11] numerically solved the Navier-Stokes equations for this configuration 
and found a pressure maximum ahead of the flame tip and a minimum behind, in agreement 
with the experimental data. Similar features were later observed for spreading flames; 
see [12] and [13]. 
On the other hand, triple-deck theory (e.g., [14]) shows that, at high Reynolds numbers, 
the outward displacement of the slow flow at the base of the boundary layer is transmitted 
by the bulk of the boundary layer to the outer irrotational stream, where it generates 
pressure variations that act back on the slow flow. This occurs in a region of characteristic 
length / = Re]/4SB around x = 0, and the self-induced pressure variations affect the 
flow in a lower-deck of thickness SID = &B/Re1/4 close up to the solid surface, where 
ug = Uoo/Re^A. These estimates of / and SLp result from the convection-pressure-
viscosity balance pgu2/l = Ap/l = iigug/82LD in the lower-deck, with ug = U^SID/^B 
and Ap = pgU^&Lc/l (from linearized potential theory in the outer flow, where the outward 
displacement is of order &LD)\ see [14] for details. 
In this paper triple-deck theory is applied to the analysis of flame spread. Generally 
the lower-deck is much larger than the region determining the flame spread rate us in the 
absence of boundary layer separation. This is always the case when conduction in the 
gas matters (compare SNS and Ss in (2) with the estimates of the previous paragraph) and, 
typically, also when conduction in the solid dominates (cf (3)). The flow in the lower-deck, 
however, must be analysed in order to evaluate us, because it determines the shear A. acting 
on the small region where counterflow conduction matters (i.e. at x/l = 0~ with the lower-
deck scaling), which is smaller than the shear at the base of the boundary layer upstream 
of the triple-deck. This analysis is carried out in section 2 for infinitely fast reaction rate 
(which is a fully justified assumption here, because the local Damkohler number increases 
as (X/SNS)2^ downstream of the Navier-Stokes region, where it must be at least of order 
unity in order for a flame to exist, and therefore is of 0(Re1^2) or larger in the lower-
deck), whereas a detailed description of the flow, temperature and concentration fields in 
the region of size SNS or Ss, required to calculate ux, will be given elsewhere. The pressure 
gradient induced by the vaporization and the thermal expansion of the gas is found to be 
adverse for x < 0, in agreement with [10, 11, 12, 13]. This pressure gradient may lead 
to local separation of the boundary layer at a point on the solid surface upstream of the 
vaporizing region and, when this happens, heat transfer by upstream convection in the region 
of reverse flow, of size 0(1), is enabled. This is a more efficient heat transfer mechanism 
than counterflow conduction in either phase, resulting in flame spread rates much higher 
than predicted by any of the estimations (2) or (3), and fully determined now by the flow 
in the lower-deck. Self-induced boundary layer separation is discussed in section 3. 
2. Triple-deck problem without separation 
The boundary layer approximation is applicable to both phases in the triple-deck region, 
which greatly simplifies the analytical treatment. In what follows a subscript 0 will be 
added to all the magnitudes pertaining to the small region around x = 0 determining us, 
and /o will denote the length of this region, which is equal to 8N$ if heat conduction in 
the gas matters and to Ss given by (3) if heat conduction in the solid dominates. The 
estimations resulting from the balance of convection and viscous forces in the lower-
deck of the gas can then be recast as ug = ug0(SLD/Sg0) and SLD = &go{l/lo)x^, 
leading to qg = qgo(lo/l)^3 in this region and, since this heat flux is responsible for the 
vaporization of the solid, m/nto = Co/ ') l / 3 . Owing to the slow decay of the vaporization 
flux, the second term on the left-hand side of (1) ends up dominating over the first 
term, which leads to the simplified equation mcsdT/dy = ksd2T/dy2, whose solution 
with the boundary conditions T = Tv at y = 0 and T = T^ for y -*• —00 gives 
qs = ks(dT/dy)y=o = mc„(Tv — ^00) for x > 0, whereas T = T^ for x < 0. To 
verify the consistency of this simplification notice that, from the foregoing estimations, 
(p,u,c,dT/dx) I (mcsdT/dy) = O [(qsJqg0)(L/csATs)f O [ ( / 0 / / ) , / 3 ] . The first of these 
two factors is of order unity or small except when heat conduction in the gas dominates 
and csATs/L is small, in which case the first term of (1) is much larger than the second in 
the Navier-Stokes region and both become comparable in an intermediate region before the 
second term dominates. The second factor is of order Re~,/4 <C 1 when heat conduction 
in the gas matters and somewhat less small when heat conduction in the solid dominates. 
If the Lewis numbers of the two reactants are equal to unity, as will be assumed in the 
remainder of this paper, the Shvab-Zeldovich variables 
Z= Fl + ° and H = T-\+y(YF + Y0-l) (4) 
which are transported as passive scalars, can be introduced. Here Yo and Yp are the mass 
fractions of oxygen and fuel, the first one scaled with its free stream value, and T is the 
temperature scaled with T^. The parameters S and y are the air-to-fuel mass stoichiometric 
ratio and a measure of the exothermicity of the gas-phase reaction, y = (G/^TooVO + S), 
respectively, where Q is the heat released by the gas phase reaction per unit mass of 
fuel. The variables (4) are the mixture fraction and the excess of enthalpy (thermal plus 
formation) over its free stream value (here H < 0). In the Burke-Schumann limit, the 
additional relation YF Y0 = 0 is satisfied because the oxygen and the fuel do not coexist 
outside the infinitely thin flame sheet, and the temperature and the reactant mass fractions 
are piecewise linear functions of Z and H: 
YF=0, Y0 = \ - ^ - , T=1 + H + YY for 0 < Z ^ Z,. 
YF = ^ Z ^ , YO=0, T = l + H + y ± ^ - for Z, < Z < 1 
(5) 
PV.VM = - ^ + ^ ( V ^ ) m 
where Z, = 1/(1 + 5) is the value of Z at the flame. 
Appropriate scaling factors for the streamwise and transverse distances, the 
corresponding components of the velocity, and the pressure variations in the lower-
deck of the gas are SBRel/4/A5/4, SB/Rel/4A3/4, U^^/Re^4, U^A^/Re3'4, and 
pgUl,Al/2/Re^2, respectively, where A = (Sa/U^) du/dy\0 - 0(1) is the non-
dimensional shear at the base of the boundary layer upstream of the triple-deck (A « 0.57 
for Blasius boundary layer). Assuming, in addition, that the viscosity increases as a power 
of the temperature, /x oc T", and scaling the density and viscosity with their free stream 
values pg and fig, the governing equations for the gas take the form 
V • (pv) = 0 (6a) 
.*£. *-(T°—\ 
dx dy \ dy J 
1 3 / „dZ\ 
Prdy\ dy) 
pT = 1 (6<?) 
1 f°° dA/dx' . 
P = — —i—r dx' (6/) 
* J-oo x - x' 
while the boundary conditions expressing the matching with the effectively inviscid flow in 
the bulk of the boundary layer above the lower-deck and with the oncoming unperturbed 
boundary layer are 
u = y- A(x), Z = H = 0 for y -»• oc (6g) 
u-y = Z = H = 0 for x ->• - c o . (6h) 
Here v = (u, v), Pr is the Prandtl number, assumed to be constant, compressibility effects 
have been left out of the equation of state (6e), and (6/) is the nonlocal relation between the 
unknown outward displacement of the outer flow A(x) and the pressure variation it induces. 
This relation, where the principal part of the integral is understood, comes from linearized 
potential theory, and makes the problem elliptic despite the boundary layer approximation 
in (6b) to (6d) (see [14] for details). 
Boundary conditions for Z and H at the solid surface can be obtained by linearly 
combining the conservation conditions for the fuel (mYf — (Ta/Pr)dYp/dy = m), the 
oxygen (mY0 - (Ja/Pr)dY0/dy = 0), and the energy ((Ta/Pr)dT/dy = mL + qs = 
m[L + (cs/cp)(Tv — 1)]) across the surface. Here the vaporization flux m(x) is scaled 
with PgUooAi/4/Re3/4, the heat of vaporization L is scaled with CpToo, the vaporization 
temperature is scaled with T^, and use has been made of the expression of the heat flux 
entering the solid obtained in the first paragraph of this section to write the last term of the 
latter equation. The resulting boundary conditions are 
T" dZ
 J T" dH 
mZ =m and mH =—mL at y = 0 
Pr dy Pr dy 
where L = L + (cs/cp — 1)(7*„ — 1). Equations (6c) and (6d) with these boundary conditions 
yield H = —LZ, so H need not be computed separately of Z. Using this result, the 
temperature in (5) can be written in terms of the mixture fraction only. In particular, the 
temperature of the flame (Z = Zs) is constant, equal to 7} = 1 + y — LZ5, where the 
last term is the difference with the adiabatic flame temperature, Te = 1 + y, due to the 
heat required to heat up and vaporize the solid. Also, Z = 0 for x < 0 in the absence of 
separation. 
The rest of the boundary conditions at the surface are 
y = 0: 
u = 0, pv = m ] 
-7 T" »z T T ) tor x > 0 .„.. m Z
~/v i f =m' z = zv J (6i) 
u = v = Z = m=0 for J: < 0 
where Zv is the value of Z obtained from (5) with T = Tv. Two possibilities exist. Either 
Zv > Zs, and then the second line of (5) must be used, giving Zv = [y — (1 — ZS)(TV — 
l ) ] / [y+ (1 —ZS)L], which is greater than Zs for y > ym,„ = ZSL + TV — 1; or Z„ < Zs, and 
then the first line of (5) must be used, giving Zv = ZS(TV — l) /(y — Z.s¿), which is smaller 
than Z„ also for y > ym,„. Thus, two solutions exist for y above ym,„, coinciding with each 
other when y = ym,„, and no solution exists for y < ym¡„, for which the reaction is not 
sufficiently exothermic to keep the flame spreading steadily. The solution with Z„ < Z.v has 
the flame lying on the relatively cold solid surface, which might invalidate the assumption 
of infinitely fast kinetics in realistic cases with large activation energy reactions. In addition 
this solution is probably unstable. 
The problem (6a)-(6c) and (6e)-(6i) contains six non-dimensional parameters: y, S, ¿, 
Tv, a and Pr. Its solution, which must be obtained numerically, determines in particular 
the non-dimensional shear X = du/dy(x = 0~,y = 0) < 1 acting on the inner region 
discussed in the previous section. 
For x » 1 the effect of the pressure gradient becomes negligible in (6b) and the solution 
takes on the self-similar Goldstein's form [15] 
ir=x2/ifG(r]), m=<pG/x]/3, Z = ZG(r¡), r, = y/x,/3 (7) 
where \jf is the stream function (pu = d\j//dy, pv = —dxjt/dx and \¡t = 0 at the solid 
surface for x < 0) and 
|V(?y¿)']' + \fG{Tf'c)' - \TfG2 = 0 (8a) 
(T"Z'G)' + jPrfaZ'G=0 (Sb) 
1-0:1 £-•> ¿=° _ _ (8c, ZG = ZV Z'G = -Pr{\ - Zv)<f>G/Tv" 
r) -> oo : f'¿ = 1 ZG = 0 (8á) 
primes denoting derivatives with respect to r\. The solution of the problem (8) determines 
<pG(y, S, L,Tv,o, Pr). The outward displacement is here A = ax]/3, where a = 
l im^oo^ - / ¿ ) , leading via (6/) to a pressure variation -(a/3\/3)/jc2 / 3 for JC » 1 and 
( 2 a / 3 ^ ) / ( - j t ) 2 / 3 for (-*) » 1. 
For 0 < x <iC 1 the thickness of the layer of warm gas grows as JC1/3 in the surrounding 
cold gas where u — Xy. An outward displacement of the outer stream proportional to 
jt1/3 is now inadmissible because (6/) would then give a diverging pressure. Consistency, 
therefore, requires that the layer of warm gas grow without displacing the velocity profile 
of the cold flow, and this in turn requires a pressure decrease proportional to x1^ whose 
gradient accelerates the warm gas compensating its tendency to open up. The solution in 
the layer of warm gas is then of the Hakkinen-Rott form [16] 
i, = A W 3 / „ * ( ? ) m = A'/3<W*,/3 
p -
 P(0) = -X4/3bx2/3 Z = ZHR($) (9) 
with £ = X]/3y/xi/3 
where fHR, ZHR and 4>HR satisfy (8a)-(8c) with the extra term — \b added to the right-hand 
side of (8a) and the conditions of matching to the outer flow without additional displacement 
fHR = 2?2 + <>(!;) and ZHR = 0 for £ -+ oo (8<f) 
instead of (8d). Conditions (8a") are stronger than conditions (8o0 and also determine 
Hy,S,L,Tv,a,Pr). 
The coefficients a and b of the outward displacement in Goldstein's region and of the 
pressure gradient required to prevent any displacement in the Hakkinen-Rott region, along 
with the coefficients <¡>a and <¡>HR of the corresponding vaporization fluxes, are given in 
figure 1 as functions of y for a = Pr = 1 and the values S = 8, Tv = 2.24 and L = 3.29 
corresponding to PMMA in air (taken from [17]). The flame is separated from the surface 
in the upper branch of figure 1, on which the scaled velocity profiles (T(ZHR)/HR, not 
shown) present a local maximum at a finite £ when y is larger than about 3, due to the 
action of the favourable gradient of the pressure in (9) on the light high-temperature gas 
surrounding the flame. This is in agreement with the experimental results of [10] and others. 
For the same values of 5, L, Tv, a and Pr, figure 2 shows X(y) obtained from the 
numerical solution of the problem (6a)-(6c) and (6e)-(6i). In this figure the upper branch 
corresponds to solutions with the flame lying on the surface, for which the vaporization 
flux decreases with increasing y and tends to zero as 1/y for y —> oo. In this limit 
one is left with the pure heat transfer problem of a gas stream parallel to an inert surface 
whose temperature is 1 (ambient) for x < 0 and Tv for x > 0. This problem has been 
analysed elsewhere [18], giving in particular X « 0.622 for Tv = 2.24. In the lower 
branch of figure 2, corresponding to solutions with the flame separated from the surface, X 
decreases with increasing y and becomes equal to zero for y « 3.7, which defines the onset 
of boundary layer separation over the non-vaporizing region of the solid. The numerical 
solutions also show that, for any y, the pressure increases in the stream wise direction over 
the non-vaporizing part of the solid (and the skin friction decreases accordingly), attains a 
maximum at x = 0, and then rapidly decreases (with an infinite slope for x \ 0; cf (9)), 
reaching a minimum smaller than the ambient pressure at a point on the vaporizing part of 
the solid and tending to the ambient pressure from below as x -*• oo. All this is in line with 
the experimental results of Hirano and Kanno [10] but, contrarily to the findings of [11], 
the extremes of the pressure are not due to upstream conduction, which is absent in the 
triple-deck region. 
a, b • °-4 4> 0 . <t>„ 
Figure 1. Coefficients a and (¡>c of Goldstein's solution (7) (solid), and h and <PHR of the 
Hakkinen-Rott solution (9) (dashed), as functions of y. The flame lies on the surface in the 
lower branch solutions. 
Figure 2. Non-dimensional shear at (x = 0 , y = 0), acting on the inner region determining 
M.I, as a function of y. The flame lies on the surface in the upper branch solutions. 
3. Flame spread with boundary layer separation 
The mechanism of heat transfer from the flame to the solid surface, and the order of the 
flame spread rate, change when the boundary layer separates under the action of the adverse 
pressure gradient induced by the vaporization and the thermal expansion of the gas. Then 
a region of reverse flow appears on the non-vaporizing part of the solid, and the tip of 
the flame gets into the recirculating flow, because some unburned fuel vapour enters this 
region (see inset of figure 3). Furthermore, the heat released by the flame is convected 
upstream over the whole extent of the recirculation bubble, whose length scales with the 
length / = Re1/4SB of the triple-deck. To estimate the order of the flame spread rate under 
these conditions, note, coming back to dimensional variables, that the heat flux reaching the 
surface and entering the solid in the recirculating flow is of order kgATg/SLD = ksATs/Ss, 
whence the thickness of the thermal layer in the solid must be Ss = SiD(ks^Ts)/(kgATg). 
Using this result, the balance of convection and conduction in the energy equation (1) for 
the solid (i.e., psuscs/l = ks/S2) yields the new scale of the flame spread velocity 
kgpgcp {kTg^2 '- Arr^2 d m kspscs \ATS 
where ug = A^^Uoo/Re1^ is the scale of the gas velocity in the lower deck, much larger 
by a factor Re]/4 than uNS in (2) and also typically much larger than ug0 in (3). 
As in the case of flame spread controlled by heat conduction in the gas, 
mcsdT/dy 
°m psuscxdT/dx 
In this section the assumption csATs/L «^ 1 will be made in order to simplify the 
analysis of the solid neglecting the second term on the left hand side of (1). Using 
again the non-dimensional variables introduced in the previous section, and scaling the 
solid temperature with Too, us with (10) and the distance in the solid normal to the 
surface with (SB/Re]^A3^4)(ksATs)/(kgATg), the simplified energy equation (1) becomes 
(1 + y)2/(Tv - \)2usdT/dx = d2T/dy2, for which the relations 
, , 1 + y Ph ix dT(x1,0)/dx1 
Tv-ly 7T J_00 (x -xty'2 
and 
Tv - 1 2 fx ,n áqK 
7-(jc, 0) - 1 = - ^ — / (x-x^-^dx, 
hold between the surface temperature and the heat flux entering the solid (see, e.g., [19]). 
Here the upper limit of the first integral can be set equal to zero when computing qs(x) for 
x > 0, because the temperature of the vaporizing surface is uniform. In the second relation 
qs is equal to qg for x < 0. In particular, imposing that T(0,0) = Tv, 
l£ {.x)m^id. ( 1 1 ) 7t(l + y)2 17-oc/ " ' dx 
Finally, eliminating T(x,0), 
„ M = ^ / ° «.%)*• to x > a (12) 
n J-oo(-x\)'(x-xi) 
In non-dimensional variables, the condition cxATs/L <5C 1 amounts to (Tv — 1) small 
or y large. In either case non-dimensional temperature variations of order (Tv — 1) are 
negligible in the gas. Using this condition and qs given by (12), the boundary conditions 
at the solid surface become 
u=0,pv = m,mZ--±-&=m,H = y(YF + Yo-l) \ 
mTj i a// , x"2 fo g,(x,)d*, , J _ n | f o r x > 0 
0 ; ^ mH ~ TrUJ + — J-oo i-^'Hx-x,) +mL-Q J
 (6.,} 
u = v = If = H-y(YF + Y0 - 1) = m = 0 for x < 0 
where qg(x) = (1/Pr) dT/dy\0 and YF(Z), Y0(Z) and T(Z, H) are given by (5). 
The solution of the problem (6a)-(6h) and (6i') determines the velocity, pressure, 
temperature and reactant mass fractions in the gas, and the vaporization flux. The flame 
spread rate can then be evaluated from (11). The resulting us(y) and the distance —x„ from 
the separation point to the onset of vaporization are given in figure 3 for the values of S, L, 
a and Pr used in the computations of the previous section. The small numerical values of us 
are. a consequence of the small velocity of the recirculating gas. As can be seen, the results of 
figure 3 show that boundary layer separation occurs for y > yc s» 4.3, which is greater than 
the value 3.7 obtained in the previous section. The difference is due to the simplifications 
made in (6i')> where terms of order (Tv — 1) have been neglected in the boundary conditions 
containing the excess of enthalpy H. The result of the previous section is recovered if the 
computations are repeated with the full expression H = T — 1 + y(YF + Y0 — 1) retained 
in (6i') and the gas conductivity evaluated as T" /Pr at the surface, which is consistent 
with the present approximation. Some results obtained with this modified form of (6/') are 
included in figure 3 (thin curves). 
u. x 10-' 2 0.5 ( - * ) 
Figure 3. Thick curves: non-dimensional u, (solid) and position of the separation point (dashed) 
as functions of y for 5 = 8, 7"„ = 2.24, L = 3.29 and a = Pr = 1. The thin curves are for the 
modified form of the boundary conditions (6/') commented on in the text. Inset: streamlines 
\ji = 0, ±0.0015, ±0.5, 0.18, 1.13 and -0.025 (in the recirculation region only) for y = 7. 
The structure of the solution around x = 0 for values of y slightly above the onset of 
separation (e = (y — yc) <g. 1) is of some interest, and will be analysed here following the 
lines of [20] and [18]. The numerical solution of (6a)-{6h) and (6f) shows that the size 
of the bubble begins increasing linearly with e for small values of this parameter, and that 
the shear on the solid (not displayed) varies linearly with x in the region of the bubble: 
du/dy\y=0 = s0(xs — x) for x = 0(xs), where xs = O(e) < 0 is the separation point. 
The balance of viscous and pressure forces in this region, where p'0 = dp/dx\x=0- = 0(1) 
in (6b), then requires u = 0(e2), implying that the convective terms are negligible in the 
bulk of the bubble. (The values of s0, p'Q, and xs/e depend on the flow over the whole 
lower-deck). The solution of the simplified momentum equation with the no-slip condition 
(6i') at the solid surface is u = \p'0y2 + SQ(XX - x)y, leading to y — 3(so/p'0)(x — xs) on 
the dividing streamline. Analogously, (6c) and (6d) imply Z = H = 0 in the bulk of the 
bubble. 
The effect of the convection reappears in a short region where x = 0(e4) and 
p\Vu = 0[d (T"du/dy) /3y] = 0(1). This is the region of penetration of the fuel vapour 
and the flame over the non-vaporizing part of the solid, where the gas expands on receiving 
heat from the flame. The pressure gradient in this region is also 0(1) and changes from 
adverse to favourable for the reason already mentioned in the previous section (cf paragraph 
above equation (9)); namely, that in the absence of the appropriate 0(1) pressure gradient 
the thermal expansion of the gas would lead to a displacement of order e of the outer velocity 
profile, resulting, via (6/), in a much larger pressure gradient of order e~7, too strong to be 
accommodated by the local flow. Appropriate rescaled variables to describe this region are 
* = P'ox/%skxt> y = Poy/2so(-x.s), " = p'0u/2s2xf, (v, m) = 2s0(-xs)(v, m)/p'Q, and 
P — PQ2(P - P(Q))/4SQX*. Equations (6a)-(6e) and (6f) (with y = yc) are left invariant 
by this rescaling, and are to be solved with the additional conditions 
Ü = -y + y2+0(l), Z = H = 0 for y^-oo (6g') 
and 
« = -y + y2, Z = H = 0, - 4 = 2 for x -> - o o (6/i') 
ax 
which are the matching conditions with the region above the bubble (with the requirement of 
zero displacement) and with the transport-dominated bulk of the recirculating flow described 
above, respectively. 
Some streamlines and isotherms, as well as the flame sheet, from the numerical solution 
of (6a)-(6e), (6g')-(6h') and (6f) for the values of the parameters used in the previous 
cases are displayed in figure 4(a), and the distributions of pressure, heat flux from the gas 
to the surface, and vaporization flux are given in figure 4(b). The computed flame spread 
rate is 0.015 s^x2/p'0 « 7.4 x 10~4e2, where use has been made of the results s0 « 0.462, 
p'0 « 0.261 and xje « —0.247 to write the second equality. 
It may be worth noting that the foremost point of the flame is here the flame tail 
rather than the flame head, in the sense that the fluid at that point moves in the upstream 
direction. While the flame always ends at the solid surface in the present infinitely fast 
reaction analysis, the distinction is important for finite rate kinetics, for which a quench 
region exists on top of the cold surface. Now extinction of the flame in this region brings 
only minor changes to the present solution, not the total breakdown that occurs when the 
triple flame making the head of a flame in forward flow can no longer exist in the tiny 
Navier-Stokes region. 
The heat flux entering the solid becomes negligible in the energy balance at the surface 
in (6f) when x -> oo, so the result H = —LZ of the previous section is recovered in this 
limit. In addition, the term y2 dominates in the boundary condition (6g') for the velocity, 
and the solution takes the self-similar form 
£ = i 3 / 4 / i ( 0 , m = 0 i / * 1 / 4 , p = -cx, Z = Zi(S) 
w i t h K = ~yl~x'l* ( l i ) 
where 
[TttTif[)']+lfi(Tifl)' ~ ¿Tyf* = -c (14a) 
(r,ffz;)' + ^Pr/,z5=o 04¿>) 
p, m 
dT 
Figure 4. (a) Streamlines f = -0 .9 to 0 (step 0.1), -0.15 to 0 (step 0.05), -0.0184 (boundary 
of the recirculation bubble), -0 .01 , 0.25, and 0 to 4 (step 0.5); the streamline i/f = 0 is thicker 
than the others. Isotherms 1.4 to 4.2 (step 0.4); thin curves. Flame sheet; thickest curve, (h) 
Distributions of pressure (solid), vaporization flux (dashed), and heat flux from the gas to the 
surface (dotted). 
- = l £ 
4
". / ; = o 
+ P r 0 , ( l - Z , ) = O YAYF + YO 
Z, = 1 
= - ! * « 
1 
l) + LZi = 0 
oo: / , = ^ 3 + o ( f 2 ) 
(14c) 
(14d) 
primes denoting now derivatives with respect to f. The solution of this problem determines 
f\, Z\, c and <¡>\. In particular, c w 22.809 and 0i ~ 1.304 for the values of the parameters 
used before. 
4. Conclusions 
The viscous-inviscid interaction due to the vaporization and the thermal expansion of the gas 
around the tip of a flame spreading against an opposing forced flow has been analysed. The 
triple-deck problem has been formulated and numerically solved, showing that an adverse 
self-induced pressure gradient appears that can lead to separation of the boundary layer on 
the non-vaporizing part of the solid, which results in a drastic change in the upstream heat 
transfer mechanism and the flame spread rate. 
In the absence of boundary layer separation the region of counterflow conduction 
determining the flame spread rate is much smaller than the lower-deck of the interaction 
region and is embedded in it. The adverse pressure gradient induced by the interaction on 
the non-vaporizing part of the solid reduces the shear X acting on that small region from 
its unperturbed value farther upstream, and therefore decreases the flame spread rate in the 
heat-transfer regime (cf (2) and (3), where u^s oc X1/2). 
When the boundary layer separates, the foremost point of the flame is in the region of 
reverse flow, which is locally aiding rather than opposing the propagation. This enables heat 
transfer by upstream convection, which is stronger and more far reaching than conduction. 
In addition, the flame is less prone to extinction by finite rate kinetics effects, which occurs 
only when the Damkohler number based on the diffusion time in the recirculation region, 
rather than on the shorter diffusion time in the Navier-Stokes region, becomes of order 
unity. 
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